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NRCS measurements and their noise are mapped to ocean surface vector winds
by inverting a Geophysical Model Function (GMF). The GMF is inaccurate or
otherwise does not represent the NRCS measurements, e,g., due to rain
processes at Ku band. This causes uncertainty in the vector, but also a class of
unrepresentative vector winds with high error. Quality Control indicators are
developed to find this class of unrepresentative winds. QC indicators have a
Probability of Detection (POD), but are not perfect and include a false alarm rate
(FAR). The QC optimum between POD and FAR may depend on the user
application.

We assume that the convolved NRCS footprints used in the retrieval provide the 
spatial resolution (~25 km) of a Wind Vector Cell (WVC). Since temporal changes 
in the mean wind in a WVC are small over the measurement time window of the 
contributing NRCSs, typically a few minutes, we assume that the temporal 
acquisition is instantaneous. This provides a clear definition of the scatterometer
space and time representation. In validation we confront these winds with buoy 
or model winds, which have a different resolution and hence for validation we 
need to account for the representativeness error.
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Measurement and Geophysical Model Function (GMF) uncertainties:
Are generally small (~2%), but reproduceable or systematic;
- In NRCS calibration lead to wind vector errors;
- In bias term of GMF may lead to wind speed PDF variations;
- In harmonic terms of the GMF may lead to wind direction errors;
- Systematic wind speed errors have associated wind direction errors and vice

versa;
- In missed or incompletely modelled processes, such as rain, wind variability,

sea state, etc., generate errors of QC class;
These latter errors often result in large deviations from the GMF, hence cone,

defined by ∑
•

, where i for changing speed and direction of the

stress-equivalent wind.
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Singularity Exponents (SE) express the evaluation of spatial derivatives, which
may be associated to the noise in the smallest scales due to unresolved signal
from inadequate measurements, GMF, inversion, or wind direction ambiguity
removal (MSS). Since atmospheric wind turbulence at the scatterometer scales is
3D it display well-defined power-law behavior and spatial heterogeneity or
singularities may be detected by the SE. Rain clouds are in particular spatially
heterogeneous. Negative SEs correspond to either local wind speed drops or
peaks, as it does not make distinction between these, since it just triggers on
local gradient amplitude.
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Like SE, a Joss field also expressed the evaluation of spatial derivatives due to
local perturbations, in this aspect, it is similar to SE. And rain clouds are in
particular spatially heterogeneous and generally cause negative Joss for wind
speeds below 15 m/s.
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From the indicators survey, we notice that rains are typical examples for
heterogenous cause uncertainties. Extreme tropical convergence and divergence
in ASCAT is associated to moist convection (King et al., 2017), but for Ku-band
scatterometers rain clouds will interfere with these wind signals. Since the most
featured part in our global is the Intertropical Convergence Zone (i.e. the famous
ITCZ) where wind and rain are important. Here in this research, we focus on rain
effects from the indicators mentioned above for latitude ranges [-20 20] degrees,
where generally ITCZ lies.
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Left: If both ASCAT and collocated ScatSat (OSCAT-2) winds are accepted, then
they have a 0-centered and narrow wind speed difference PDF. Rejected ScatSat
winds (ASCAT accepted) provide rather skewed differences with respect to
ASCAT due to the presence of rain clouds. Right: Collocated ASCAT and ScatSat
winds may be further collocated with rain products from GPM or MSG. Spatial
convolution of the rain products with the scatterometer resolution cell enhances
the correspondence between the products.
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OSCAT (left) and CSCAT (right) show very similar joint distributions of GPM rain,
Joss and 2DVAR wind speed. Hence the same Joss QC thresholds can be applied
(white line).
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On this slide, the horizontal axis are CSCAT 2DVAR wind that is taken as wind
without rains, vertical axis are MLE in (a)-(c). (a) shows WVC density in color. The
color in (b) is Joss value , and in (c) is SE. From (b) and (c), we can see that Joss

and SE show similar features sorted by MLE, and they are very similar as quality
indicator to detect spatial heterogeneities. In (d) the vertical axis is Joss, and
color is SE. It can be seen that SE lines run horizontally along Joss bins generally.
This in addition to (a)-(c), shows further that Positive Joss relate to negative SE,
while we observe that these are not related to rain. Hence, -ve SE may either be
rainy (-ve Joss) or mostly dry (+ve Joss)
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• Given analysis speeds, rain can be quantified well from the three indicators
shown by color representing rain rates, WVC densities can be observed in
(d) and (g). From (b), (e) and (h), shown are corresponding averaged rain
rates in each bin (2,813 WVCs) of the indicators when they are arranged in
ascending order. MLE in dB (a,b) and -Joss (c-e) relates to rain rates from
GPM better compared to –SE (f-h)

• the SE performance can be understood since it mixes positive and negative
Joss values.
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